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Mcasiiroinonts of ilie intensity anrl nature of radio-aotivo fall-out has hcon 
systematically (;arried out in our laboratory since the inception of the last nuclear 
test series. During; the course of our investigation, numerous samples of radio­
active fall-out \ver(' collected both frotn rain-borne dusts and from military aero­
planes making routine; flights upto altitudes of about 40,000 ft. The samples 
having high speciific activity Mx;re normally used for determining the dates of 
explosion, following the; method of Yamasaki and Kaneko^ as discussed below : 
Tt is well-known that the gross activity of fall-out due to an atomic explosion 
is given by
I t  -  h t - ^ (1 )
where /„ is the activity at the end of unit time (say one day) after the explosion 
and 1 1  IS that after 'f  days, and ‘n’ usually takes a value between 1 .2  and 1.7*»®»*i^ . 
Since the date of explosion is unknown, the meaBuremei^s on the samples are 
made on dates and giving acitivity 7j and /V  Then,
and
7i -  7q^x ^
z ' l - V r "  *
(2)
where i.e. the time elapsed from the date of ex­
plosion.
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Putting T \ —T j  =  — Ti, W(3 obtain from equation (2 )
(3 )
and if we take T\ so that tlie ratio / , / f /  becomes t‘(]iial to any value K  
(say 2 ) and repeat the same procedure at least ouoe more and determine the 
dates Tg' for any arbitrary and so on, satisfying the i elation ~
obtain a straight line on a T~t diagram Its slope gives tin* value of 'n\ and by 
an extrapolation to t — 0 , wo can find tlie date where i =  0 , i.e. T q
The actual procedure is to measure tlie //-activity of a sample from time to 
time, and the counting rates thus obtained are plotted as a function of the date of 
measurement on a scmilogarithuiic papei' as shown in Figs 1(A) and 2 (A). Taking 
as the initial count corresponding to any arbitrary time 1 \ (date of initial





F ig .  1. Tlie detenm naiion  of 7„i and Tm 2) The dotorm inalion o f i/’o*
measurements) one measures I\  (equal to, say \ T^ j and determine 7\ and 
Tj^  =  T \ —Ti are thus obtained. Repeating the saiiio procedure, and Tj,, 
and T3, and so on are obtained. The values of ‘r ’ are jilottcd as a function of the 
date of inoasurement T ’ on a graph paper as shown in Figs. 1(B) and 2(B). 
These plots should lie on a straight line so long as ‘u remains constant tliroughoiit 
the measurements. Then the straight line is extrapolated back to T^ ,^ and the 
date of explosion T q is found.
The results of two typical cases arc given below, one of which (case 1) corres­
ponds to the French test in Sahara on 13th February 1900, while the other (case 2) 
relates to the Russian ‘50’ megaton Hydrogen Bomb test in tiie Arctic region 
on 23rd October 1961.
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Vase 1
Thu Haraple wan collculecl on 30th January, 1901, Fig. 1 (A) shows the decay 
curve plot of /y-activity measurements extending over a jieriod of about seven 
months. The date of explosion has been determined from the plot in Fig. 1 (B). 
The extrapolated date of explosion in this case has been found to be 12th February 
1900, while the actual date of French test in Sahara was 13th February 1960. 
The value of ‘/t’ in tliis case has been found to be 1 .2 .
Case 2 .
TJie sample was collocited on 3rd January 1902. Fig. 2 (A) shows the 
decay curve plot of //-activity measurements extending over a period of about
F ig . 2. TKu determ ination of and ~ 2 )
Date
The determ ination o f To
six montlis. The date of explosion has been determined from the plot in Fig. 
2(B). The extrapolated date of the explosion in this case has been found to bo 
21st October 1901, while the actual date of Kussian ‘50’ Megaton Hydrogen 
Bomb explosion was 23id October 1961. The value of ‘n' in this case has been 
found to be 1.3.
It is interesting to note that the yff-activity of the radio-aedive debris from 
the Kussian Megaton bomb explosion, as shown in Fig. 2(A), exhibits a rapid rate
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of decay while that from the French atomic bomb as shown in Fig. 1 (A), exhibits 
a relatively slower rate of decay.
We are indebted to Air Vice-Marslml K. L Sondbi, Air Official’ Commanding 
in Chief, the then Eastern Air (Joinniand, for giving us every facilities to attach 
our equipments into Fighter pianos in order to collect the radio-activi' dust sanqiles 
over Calcutta.
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